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Swiss narrow gauge – Rhaetian Railway

RhB – Standard coaches EW IV, 2nd class, B 2491 - 2497
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Prototype:

Nm

In the nineties, RhB had lots of travelers, but only ancient coaches. 16 new coaches were bought. They come
from PA Schindler, Altenrhein, who made similar coaches for other railway-companies too. It is the 4th genera-
tion of new vehicles and got the abreviation EW IV (Einheitswagen IV).
The doors close automatically and the high roof makes theses coaches look different from the older ones.
The B 2491 - 2497 were set in motion in autumn 1992.
They are about 2 metres shorter as the normal coaches, because of the tight curves on the Bernina-line.
They are coloured red with a brown ribbon along the windows and every day to bee seen as part of the Bern-
ina-Express.

Model:
1:160

6,5mm

chassis:

superstructure:

delivery:

engine:

construction:

couplers:

brass

brass/resin casting

ready-to-run

without

Schlosser

Micro-Trains-Line

manual work
Made in Germany
exact lettering

pointed axles
browned wheelsets
realistic brake shoes

high weight

fine detailed model

scale 1:160
size N
gauge Nm

requires 6,5mm-track

minimum radius 195 mm

every vehicle numbered
coaches

Nice model of shortened coach of Bernina-line, painted in red-brown (Bernina-Express).
Choose yours from four different road-numbers.

Accessories:
Nm-105.1R: 6 sitting passengers (without wagon)

road-numbers of vehicles: B 2491, B 2492, B 2493, B 2494
item-no. Nm-101.2 Einheitswagen EW IV, 2. Klasse, ve rkürzte Berninaversion
item-no. Nm-101.5R Zubehör-Set mit 6 sitzenden Reisenden, fertig montiert

modification possible to be delivered since: November 2002 product-page: -9-
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